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1. INTRODUCTION 
In many situations of practical importance it is desirable to find a 
“least-squares” solution of a system Mx = g of linear equations in which 
M is a square singular matrix. Of special interest is the discretized 
Neumann problem : 
O($ Vu) = - f in a region R, 
a24 
an=g on the boundary of R. 
A number of authors have given computational methods for the solution, 
when the solution exists (see for example [l], [4], [5], [8]). However it is clear 
that a solution of the algebraic system may fail to exist, and then a least- 
squares solution may be the best alternative. 
As Lynch, Rice, and Thomas [7] have shown, many significant matrix 
problems which arise from discretizing partial differential equations 
involve a coefficient matrix of the form 
M=A xZ+lxB 
where A and B are square matrices of orders ,u and v, respectively, and 
x denotes the Kronecker (tensor) product. While this special structure 
has been exploited in direct methods of solution for the nonsingular case, 
as well as for the singular case when the solution exists, it seems that it 
has not been used in iterative methods to obtain least-squares solutions 
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when M is singular. The object of this note is to develop a modification 
of the “AD1 method” to approximate the “best least-squares solution” 
of the system (A x I + I x B)x = g when no true solution exists. 
2. GENERALIZED INVERSE OF A KRONECKER SUM 
The “best least-squares solution” of Mx = g is the unique vector x,, 
which (a) minimizes IlMx - gl! (Euclidean norm) and (b) has the least 
norm among all vectors with property (a). This vector may be expressed 
as x1, = M+g where M+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse-the 
unique matrix satisfying MM+M = M, M+MM+ = M+, (MM+)* = 
MM+, (M+M)* = M+M. 
If all the eigenvalues of M are known, and if zero is a simple root of the 
minimum equation for M, then M+ may be computed via the commuting 
reciprocal inverse, M,, the unique matrix satisfying MM,M = M, 
M,MM, = M,, M,M = MM,. 
In order to see this for the case under consideration, we shall assume 
that M = A x I + I x B, where A and B are diagonalizable matrices 
whose eigenvalues, aside from zero, have positive real parts. We designate 
H = A x I and V = I x B. Let hi and ai be the eigenvalues of H and I’, 
respectively, and let Pi be their common principal idempotents. That 
is PiPj = &Pi, H = 2 hiPi, V = 2 viPi and I = 2 Pi. We assume 
that the hi and ni are ordered so that 
h, = v,, = 0, 
hi + vi # 0 for i # 0. 
Then the only zero eigenvalue of M = H + V is h, + v,,, and this is a 
simple root of the minimum equation of M. The commuting reciprocal 
inverse of M [2] is then 
M, = 2 (hi + vi)-IPi. 
i=l 
If zero is a root of multiplicity m in the characteristic equation of M, 
there are matrices U and W, each with m independent columns, which 
satisfy MU = 0, W*M = 0, and W*U = I. (Note: P, = UW*, and 
U and W may be obtained from P,.) It has been shown in [6] that the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of M is then 
M+ = (I - UU+)M,(I - WW+), 
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where 
u+ = (U”U)-‘U”, IV+ = (W*W)-iw*. 
The hypotheses on A and B are frequently met when Mx = g arises from 
a discretized partial differential equation. It is also frequently true that 
the eigenvalues of A and B are all simple so that U and W reduce to 
columns. (See [7, p. 188]. Also, cf. [3, pp. 86-871.) In fact, if uuA and We* 
are the eigencolumn and eigenrow of A corresponding to the simple zero 
eigenvalue, normalized by wA*uA = 1, and if tiB and wB* are defined 
similarly for B, then U = ztA x us and W = zwA x wB. 
3. A MODIFIED AD1 METHOD 
Several authors have studied the use of the alternating direction method 
for the solution of (H + V)x = g, w h ere H and V are positive semidefinite 
and commute. (See [9, pp. 209-2491.) If the iteration is defined by 
(H + PG Jc+1/2 = (PI - v%c + g> 
(V + Pm kfl = w - ffh,l,, + g, 
and if the true solution exists, then the sequence xk converges to that 
solution (cf. [l], [5]). If a true solution does not exist, however, one finds 
that xk is given approximately for large k by 
Xk- (H + v)+g + POX, + 2k f&g + o(yk) 
where IyI < 1, and Pa is the principal idempotent of H + V associated 
with the zero eigenvalue. Even if a true solution exists, round-off must 
introduce an increasing error (cf. [S]). Deflation is recommended in 
. [8] to rectify the difficulty in Jacobi iterations. For the AD1 process, it 
seems that the appropriate device is to replace each iterate with its 
projection orthogonal to the eigenspace of the zero eigenvalue. In this 
way the sparseness and band-structure of H and V may be retained. To 
this end, one may define the iterates by 
(H + ~0 k+1/2 = (PI - v)xk + g, 
(v + /+,+I = (PI - ffbk+,,2 + g> 
%+1 = (1 - PdY?c+,. 
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In this way, the sequence of xk approaches (H + V)+g, whether or not 
this is a true solution to the original problem. 
We shall now consider the more general case, where A and B are 
diagonalizable matrices whose eigenvalues, except for zero, have positive 
real parts. Let U and W be matrices of m independent columns each 
(where m is the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue in the characteristic 
equation of M) satisfying 
MU=O, w*A4 = 0, W”U = I. 
Let g = (I - WW+)g, and define iterates xk by the equations 
(H + 4)x k+l/‘2 = (fl - %k + &?J 
tv + $bk+l = (PI - Hbk+,,, + SJ 
xk+1 = (I - pO)Yk+,, 
where PO = UW*’ is the principal idempotent of M associated with the 
zero eigenvalue. 
THEOREMS 3.1. The sequence xk converges to n/r& 
Proof. Let the eigenvalues and common principal idempotents of 
H and V be denoted as above. We have 
x~+~ = (I - I’,)($ - H)(pI + v)-‘($ - v)(fI + H)-lxk 
+ (I - P,,)(v + /zd-yI + (PI- H)W + ff-% 
2f 
(f + %)(f + hi) pii. 
According to the conditions laid down on the h, and vi, the ratio 
Up-hi)(p--A 
~ (p + hi)(p + Vi) i < lJ 
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for i = 1,2,. . ., c. Thus in the limit, xk+i tends to 
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= MRg. n 
THEOREM 3.2. The sequence (I - UU+)x, converges to Mig. 
Proof. Since xk converges to M&, (I - UU+)x, converges to 
(I - UU+)M~ = (I - UU+)M,(I - WW+)g = M+g. n 
4. SELECTION OFTHE PARAMETERp 
Following Varga [9, p. 214ff.l we choose an optimal value of the 
parameter p for the “model problem” 
V2u = - f in R, 
au 
z=g on the boundary of R, 
where R is a square, and a square mesh is used in the discretization. In 
this case, the singular matrix which arises is of the form 
M=A x1+1x/l, 
where A is the (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix 
A= 
2 -2 0 **. 0 0 0 
-1 2-l..* 0 0 0 
O-l 2*.* 0 0 0 
. . . . 
0 0 0s.. 2-l 0 
0 0 0.*.--l 2 -1 
0 0 o..* o-2 2 
In this case the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix 
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T(p) = (I - PO) (pl - ff) (PI + WYPl - v (PI + fvlT 
are best written as 
and A,,,,(p) = 0. /This latter is true because of the factor I - P, in T(p).] 
The eigenvalues of H and V are given by 
The optimal value of p is the one which minimizes the spectral radius 
of T(p): 
o(p) = max /Aij(p)j. 
i+j>o 
Since the hi and vuj are nonnegative, each of the factors 
p-hi/ 
p 1’ 
is less than or equal to 1. Thus 
P -‘uj I ~ pfuj’ 
:p-vj 
,P-t”j 
The calculations of 19, p. 2151 now show that the optimal choice of p is 
po = ]lhlhN = VGi= 4sin&. 
The spectral radius corresponding to this value of p is 
Now, since the error vectors 
are related by ak+r = 
Ek = Xk - MRi 
TEE, a bound on llslc\j is given by 
= IImJ)lk~olI < IIm)lkll~ 11~011. 
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The quantity I([T(p)]klj is estimated by the relation 
lim II[T(~I)]~II~I~ = o(p). 
k-cc 
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